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ABSTRACT. The roiatioual wing dne to liquid oxygen has been sludied using a s]Ki'i(d 
technique to veinove suspended particles Iron) the liquid and a spectrograph capable of resolving 
the rotational lines of Oj in the region of 4046 A.1 !. It has been found tliat rotational scalt( ring 
does not consist of sharp lines but it consists of a eoutinurms wing in which the position of 
niaxinunn intensity is the same as in the case of the gas and also the extent of the wing agrees 
with that of the rotational Raman spectrum observed in case of gaseous O2. The signilieaiue of 
the results is discussed.
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1 K T R O T) IT C T 1 O N
The distribution of intensity in tlie continuous spectnnn which a])i)cars in 
the neighbourhood of the Rayleigh line in the spectrum of light scattued by 
many liquids has been studied by various observers. ’ It has been reported by 
most of these observers that the olcserved distribution of intensity docs not agree 
with that expected according to the theory of scLitleiiiig due to free rotation of the 
molecules. As is v\ell known, if the rotational line.s be too clo.se to each other to 
I)c resolved by ordinary spectrographs, a continuous rotational wing is expected 
to apirear in the neighboui hood of the Rayleigh line, the intensity in the wing 
being zero uf) to a short distance from the centre of the Rayleigh and after risirrg 
to a maximum value at a certain distance from the Rayleigh line depending on 
the moment of inertia of the molecule, falling oil gradually and becoming zero at 
another distance. The observed rotational Raman scattering in the case of liquid 
hydrogen consists of discrete lines similar to those observed in the case of the gas, 
but in the case of many other liquids with simple molecules (i) the position of 
maximum intensity is not clearly separated from the Rayleigh line and (2) the 
u ing extends to a larger distance than expected from the above theory.
Various explanations have been offered to exi)lain this di.screpancy, (iross 
andVuks ' attiibute the origin of the “ v\iug” in the neighbourhood of the Ray­
leigh line to lattice oscillations in quasi-crystalline groups of molecules which 
according to them persist in the liquid state. They observed some new lines in the 
neighbourhood-of the Rayleigh lines in the case of some organic crystals which in 
the rnoUen state produce intense wing close to the Rayleigh line. They think
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that the lines observed in the solid state spread out to form the wing in the liquid 
state. It has been shown by vSirkar'^  and vSirkar cl al  ^ that the wing cannot have 
iss origin in the lattice oscil!ations and there is no quantitative correspondence 
between the intensity of the new lines observed in the case of any substance in 
the solid state and that of the wing due to the same substance in the liquid state. 
Sirkar and (Uipta*"’ have also pointed out that the observed facts lead to the con­
clusion that the tnajor [)ortion of the wing is due to rotation of the molecules in 
the liquid state; but, superi)oscd on it, there is another portion having some other 
origin.
Hhagavantand* ]>ut forward the hypothesis that the portion of the wing far 
away fioin the Rayleigh line may be due to hindered rotation of the molecules, or, 
in llie other words, to the angular oscillation of the molecules about the position of 
equilibrium in quasi crystalline groups R fm sser has pointed out that the inten­
sity of the scattered light due to such oscillations varies with the amplitude of 
f)scillatioii and is negligible foi the amplitudes i)ostulated by Bliagavantam
Rousset^ has pul for\vard dilTcrent hyj)otheses to explain the divSCTej)ancies 
mentioned above. According to liim the w ing extending from the centre of the 
Rayleigli line consists of two parts, ( n  one part lying within cm ' from
the Rayleigh line originating from fliuluntioii of molecular field, this part being 
called j)v him “ the Cabannes Daure Kffect ” and (:;) tlie other part due to rota­
tion of molecules with restricted space quantisation. T he restriction in this space 
quantisation postulated by him is as follows : when the molecule is free to 
rotate in all directions, tlie number of molecules in the quantum state
Stt^ U T
/ is (2] , wdiere B This number is maximum when
{?J  ^ liquid state cybotactic groups are formed and the axis of
molecules in such a group can rotate only in one plane and therefore the space 
quaiUisaiion is absent, and the number of molecules iu the slate J is (/■ ‘■ B, 
This number is maximum when 7 = - i  or approximately the position of maxi­
mum intensity coincides with the first rotational line. It can be tested by study­
ing the rotational Raman scattering in licjuids having simple molecules whether 
such a restriction in space quantisation actually occurs. Iu the case of liquid 
hydrogen, McLennan and McLeod'  ^ observed two lines with relative intensities 
the same as observed by Bliagavantam^^* in the case of the gas. But no definite 
conclusion can be drawn from this fact l)ccause the two lines due to the tiansition 
0—>2 and 1—>3 are due to para- and oitho-moleciiles respectively and the relative 
numbcis of these two types of molecules change with time. I'lie next simple 
diatomic molecule giving intense scattered light isO^ -»nd the rotational scattering 
due to gaseous oxygen at various pressures has been investigated thoroughly by 
Bliagavantam^  ^ and Truiiipy.^  ^ It has been observed by Truinpy that even at a 
pressure of 60 almusjjhercs discrete rotational lines appear in the spectium of
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scattered light and the observed relative mteiisity of the lines agree with those 
calculated according to the theory of scattering due to fiee rotation of the 
molecules. The lines at On atmospheres, however, aie much broadei than those 
at 5 atnio.spheres.
I t  would be interesting, therefore, to investigati uliethoi similai lines are 
observed in the case ot liquid oxygen. 'I'he Uainan speelrnni of liiinid oxygen 
has, there!oi'C, been studied with suitable tecluiiijue in ordci Loim estigatethe 
distiibution of intensity in the rotational wing and tlie results ars discussed in 
the present paper.
K X P li R 1 n, N r  A I,
Tile main difficulty in recording the rotational wing due to liijuid oxygen is 
due to the fact that the cominerciid licpiid oxygen nlien exiiosed to atnios])liere 
becomes turbid owing to the condensation of moisture and the formation of small 
particles of ite in the liquid. These ice jiarticles sealtei light very stiongly and 
hence the Rayleigh line becomes o\'er-exposeil and spread out so as to mask 
the rotational wing. In the i>rcscnt investigation an anangeinent was made to 
inevent the formation of ice jiarticles in the liquid oxygen used 'I'he lii|uid 
oxygen supplied by the local mannfactnrei s was contained in a vertical iinsilvered 
Dewar vessel of Pyrex gla.ss ; but, liefore nitrodLictioii into the vessel, the liquid 
underwent three stages of filtration, the first stage being through a bed of .solid 
carbon dioxide and the other tw'o through filler papers only. The first filter bed 
was pre.seiit at the mouth of the Dewar vessel throughout the exposure and thus 
ineveiited subsequent absorption of moisture by the liquid air below. 'I'he liquid 
was illuminated by light from tw^ o mercury arcs focussed by two huge glass 
condensers of short focal length. Also a metallic curved reflector at the back of 
each lamp w'as used to improve the illumination. A Fucss glass .siiectrograph 
with a dispersion of about I I 's  A .l j.  in the region ,|o.|OA.tb was u.sed. The 
Stokes .side of the Hg-line /1040 A .D . obtained with this spectrograph is free from 
coma for moderate intensities but when the exposure is long enough to record the 
.lJ-15 A .D . line of H g, the line 4 "df> A.U. spreads up to about 40 cm " ' from the 
centre of ihe line. I 'h e  spectrograph can. however, icsolve clearly about ii  cm ’ 
in this region, and, as the distance between two successive rotational lines of
is ix ’5 c m "\  this spectrograph can resolve these rotational lines excited 
by 4046 A. U and is almost as efficient as that used by 'rrunipy in Ins investi­
gation on the rotational Raman spectrum of < >,. Doth Ilford Special Rapid and 
(lolden Iso-/.enith iiiates were used and two good spectrograms, one on each of 
the above plates were obtained. In each case a continuous exposure ot 15 hours 
was given and liquid oxygen was added every half an hour. The room was 
darkened sufficiently to prevent any stray daylight from entei iiig i. do t ic spec 
Irograph by scattering and reflection. The spcctnun of Ilg-light was also p loto
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l r^aphcd in such a way that its density of the lines was almost the same as that in 
the st>ectrogram due to the scattered light obtained on the same plate.
R E S n L T A N D  D 1 S C TT S S I O N S
The spectrogram of the scattered light as wqVx as the microphotometric 
recordvS of the scattered and incident Hgdine 4046 A, V. obtained with a 
Moll’s self-registering microphotometer are produced in plate IV. It can 
be easily observed that no discrete rotational lines have appeared, but only a 
coiitiiinous wing has been obtained. The ^^ n'ng extends up to about J40 cm“  ^
from the Kayleigh line on the Stokes side and this agrees with the extent of the 
nnaiional Raman spectrum due to the gas recorded by Trumpy. Also the posi­
tion of the maximum intensity in the wing is at a distance of al)Out 50 c n r ‘ from 
the centre of the Rayleigh line and agrees with that of the most intense rotational 
lines observed by Trumpy. Of course, in the miciophotometric record this 
maximum inlensily is nc4 icpresentcd by any pronoiiiiced peak owing to the 
presence of a coma cl(»se to the Rayleigli line but a narrow gap has been observed 
in the spectrogram 1 jet ween the edge of the coma and the intense portion of the 
wing. This gap is visil)Ie with an ordinaiy magnifying lens but the microphoto- 
melrir record taken even with a fine thermopile slit sheuvs only an inflection 
(indicated in fig. 2(e) plate IV by the arrow).
The above result leads to the conclusion that in the case of the simple dia­
tomic molecule like O^ . in the liquid stale the rotational lines become much broader 
than those in the case of molecules in the gaseous state, even at a pressure of about 
6u atmosplicres. This is probably due to the cflect of inteniiolccular field in the 
liquid state. At higher pressures in the gaseous state this intermolecular field 
begins to show its influence on the wjdth of the line. The widening at ho atmos­
pheres is not very large and it can be correlated to the fact that the intermolecular 
field at the pressure in the gaseous state compared to that in the liquid state is 
small. The intermolecular field in the gaseous state may be identified with the
van der Waals' force, and that in the liquid state may be indentified with
the internal pressure , /.e., the force per sq. cm. with “which the
molecules are drawn inwards. Tentatively we may compare the van der Waals
force -— for gaseous oxygen at ho atmospheres and the internal presssurc 
' V® •
1 ® “  I of liquid oxygen at its boiling point. Unfortunately the data in the
\
desired region of teniiJerature and pressure are not available. However it may be 
useful to calculate and  ^ near about the desired region.
It can be shown that = {a/V,- i)p,  where is the mean pressure
coefficient between cj and loo (., and ^pressure in atniosphere and T „~ 273’2. 
The value of for gaseous oxygen at loo atniosi>huc is available. The \'alue 
of a,, at 6o atmospheres will, howevei, be much smaller, f’smg this laigei value
for a,. = '00492, the van der Waals’ force, beonies about 20 atmospheres.
The correct \aluc is certainly much less, because is much less at 
60 atmospheres.
It can be show'n from thermodynamical considerations that the internal
(^_u
0 V
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lu'cssiirc
where K~ modulus of bulk elasticity,
and a,, coefficient of volume expansion.
In the case of liquid (_)^  the values of a*, and couipressilfility ft  ^ ~ 
arc available. Assuming these values of and ft to ))c valid at the boiling j)oint 
of the liquid oxygen, i j is about 60 atnio.si.heres. This value of internal
pressure is quite large as compared with the value of for gaseous C)a at ho
atmospheres. Although this value of internal jircssure is quite vSmall in com­
parison with that calculated in case of other substances in the liejuid state, it is
many times larger than the value of , calculated at 6o atmospheres. Hence
it seems that the observed broadening of the rotational lines in case of liquid state 
may be correlated with the internal prcSvSure,
The space quantisation, however, is not lestvicted in this case liy the foriiia- 
tion of cybotactic groups in the liquid, because in that case the position of maxi- 
iniim intensity would coincide with the first rational line and would be at a dis­
tance of 14*4 cm“  ^ from the centre of the Rayleigh line. As already mentioned, 
the observed distance of the position of maximum intensity is at about ,so cm™* 
from the centre of the Rayleigh line.
The vibrational Raman line of ():> at Av equal to has been ncoidcd willi 
large density and no other faint vibrational Raman line has been observed in tlie 
spectogram. This fact shows that percentage of any complex molecule such as 
if such molecules arc present in the liquid, is very small. Hence this 
rotational wing is not affected by the presence, if any, of such molecules in the 
liquid. The scattering due to fluctuation of intennolecidar field is not very 
intense in this case, because, as can be seen from the comparison of the inicrO” 
photometric records of the scattered and the incident lines, the top portion of the
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curve due to scattered line is not much broader than that due to incident line, 
but the curves show the presence of feeble Cabaiiries Daure effect. The principal 
effect of the interniolecular field is therefore to make each individual rotational 
line liroader. In the case of mnlecules witli larj e^r moment of inertia, the position 
of maximum intensity is much nearer to the centre of the Kaylei^h line, in
case of benzene the position of maximum is at eh cm”  ^ from the centre of the 
Rayleigh line. If the individual lines become much broader in the liquid state, the 
maxiniuin becomes flattened. It is evident, therefore,that if the Cabannes Daure 
Tvffect is superimposed on the rotational wing in the case of the liquid state, the 
probability of observing a position of pronounced maximum intensity in the wing 
diminishes very much.
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